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Let P be a closed-hereditary topological property preserved by products. Call a space B-regular 
if it is homeomorphic to a subspace of a product of spaces with 9. Suppose that each P-regular 
space possesses a P-regular compactitication. It is well-known that each P-regular space X is 
densely embedded in a unique space yyX with P such that if f: X + Y is continuous and Y has 
P, then f extends continuously to y3X. Call X .P-pseudocompact if y,X is compact. 
Associated with B is another topological property B”, possessing all the properties hypothesized 
for B above, defined as follows: a B-regular space X has ?7’# if each B-pseudocompact closed 
subspace of X is compact. It is known that the P-pseudocompact spaces coincide with the 
B#-pseudocompact spaces, and that B” is the largest closed-hereditary, productive property for 
which this is the case. In this paper we prove that if P? is not the property of being compact and 
B-regular, then 9’” is not simply generated; in other words, there does not exist a space E such 
that the spaces with P# are precisely those spaces homeomorphic to closed subspaces of powers 
of E. 
AMS(MOS) Subject Class: 54C20, 54D35 
B-pseudocompact E-compactness extension property 
1. Introduction 
In this section we give some background to the subject matter of this paper, and 
introduce notation and known results that are needed later. All hypothesized 
topological spaces are assumed to be Hausdorff. Thus the word ‘space’ means 
‘Hausdorff topological space’. If X and Y are spaces then C(X, Y) will denote the 
set of continuous functions from X to Y. 
Let 9 be a topological property. A space is called P-regular (respectively P- 
compacf) if it is homeomorphic to a subspace (respectively closed subspace) of a 
product of spaces with 9. If each P-compact space has 9, then 9’ is called reflective 
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(Thus P is reflective iff it is closed-hereditary and productive). Herrlich and Van 
der Slot [5] characterized reflective properties as follows: 
Theorem 1.1. The following are equivalent for a topological property 9’: 
(a) P is reflective ; 
(b) Each P-regular space X has a ‘maximum P-extension’ y9X with the following 
properties: 
(i) yPX has $9’ and contains X as a dense subspace, 
(ii) if Y has 9 and f E C(X, Y) then there exists a (necessarily unique) FE 
C(y,X, Y) such that FIX =J: 
A space T containing a given space X as a dense subspace is called an extension 
of X. Extensions T, and T2 of X are called equivalent if there is a homeomorphism 
h: TI + T2 such that h(x) = x for each x E X. If we identify equivalent extensions of 
X (as is customary), then the collection of extensions of X forms a set (rather than 
a proper class). It is well-known (and easily verified) that the maximum P-extension 
of X (if it exists) is unique up to equivalence (see [5]). 
Specific reflective properties (such as compactness and real compactness) and 
their associated maximum P-extensions (such as the Stone-Tech compactification 
and Hewitt realcompactification) have long been intensively studied. More recently 
Mrowka (see, for example, [lo]) generalized such investigations in a series of papers 
in which he studied ‘E-compactness’. If E is a given space, then a space X is 
E-compact if it is homeomorphic to a closed subspace of a product of copies of E. 
Thus in the above terminology, E-compactness is just (PE)-compactness, where 
(PE) is the property of being homeomorphic to E. We will denote the class of 
E-compact spaces (i.e. the property ofbeing E-compact) by(E). AretIective property 
that is E-compactness for some space E is said to be simply generated. Compactness 
(use [0, l]), realcompactness (use R), and ‘compactness and zero-dimensionality’ 
(use the two-point discrete space) are three such properties. When confronted with 
a new, ‘naturally occurring’ reflective property such as ‘almost realcompactness’ 
(see [2,15]), ‘realcompactness and zero-dimensionality’, or K,-boundedness (see 
[14]), it is natural for topologists to ask if the property is simply generated. (The 
answer is ‘no’ for each of these examples; see [3] and [6], [ 1 l] and [ 161 respectively. 
See also [4] and [7] for examples of similar results.) Chapter 10 of [12] contains a 
good, categorically-oriented introduction to the subject. 
In 1975 the author introduced the concept of 8-pseudocompactness (see [16]). 
A reflective property 9 is called an extension property if each P-regular space has 
a B-regular compactification. If 9 is an extension property, a P-regular space X 
is called 9”-pseudocompact if yPX is compact. The class of P-pseudocompact spaces 
is denoted by 9’. (If P? is realcompactness, 9-pseudocompactness is ‘ordinary’ 
pseudocompactness; hence the terminology). This concept allows one to partition 
extension properties in a natural way as follows. Two extension properties 9 and 
$ are called co-regular if the P-regular spaces are precisely the g-regular spaces. 
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If 9 and Z! are co-regular then .Y and 2 are called co-pseudocompact if .Y = 2’. 
This relation partitions the class of all extension properties co-regular with B into 
‘co-pseudocompactness classes’. Each class has a ‘largest member’ 9# as follows. 
Theorem 1.2. [ 16, Theorem 3.91). Let .Y be an extension property. Define the topological 
property 9’” as follows: X has 9# if X is P-regular and each closed B-pseudocompact 
subspace of X is compact. Then 9’# is an extension property co-pseudocompact with 
9, and if 9 is any extension property co-pseudocompact with 9, then each space with 
9 has P#. 
The following question now arises. If 9 is an extension property, under what 
conditions on 9 will g’# be simply generated? More specifically, if E is a space 
for which each (E)-regular space has an (E)-regular compactification, when will 
there be a space F such that (E)# = (F)? The purpose of this paper is to show that 
the answer is ‘essentially never’; precisely, if 8 is not the property of being compact 
and P-regular we will show that P?‘# is not simply generated. 
We conclude this introductory section by listing known results that we will need 
in Section 2. If .F’ and 2 are topological properties we will write “X E ?P” to mean 
“X has property P”, “9 G 9” to mean “each space with P has 2”, and so on. 
Recall that 9’ denote the class of P-pseudocompact spaces. 
Lemma 1.3. Let SP be an extension property and let X and Y be P-regular spaces. Then 
(a) If X is dense in Y and X E 9’ then YE 9’ [ 16, Theorem 2.2(a)] ; 
(b) X E 9 n 9’ i#X is compact [16, Theorem 2.2(c)]. 
(c) Iff E C(X, Y), X E P”, and f[X] = Y, then YE B’ [ 16, Theorem 2.2(d)]; 
(d) If X is a clopen subspace of Y then cl vevX = yPX (up to equivalence). Thus 
in particular if YE B’ then X E 9’ [16, Theorem 2.5(c)]. 
Note that if B is an extension property, then so is ‘P-regular and compact’. Hence 
each P-regular space X has a maximum B-regular compactification, which we 
denote by &X. The following is Theorem 1.3 of [16], which in turn is a slight 
generalization of the final paragraphs of [5]. 
Theorem 1.4. If $3’ is an extension property and X is a P-regular space, then up to 
equivalence yBX = n {T: X E T E &X and T E 9”). 
A space is zero-dimensional if its clopen sets form an open base. Banaschewski (see 
[l] or Chapter 10 of [ 121) proved that every zero-dimensional space has a maximum 
zero-dimensional compactification /3,X with the following property: if A is a clopen 
subset of X, then cl,,,A is a clopen subset of POX. This, combined with Theorem 
1.4, immediately yields the following. 
Theorem 1.5. Let P? be an extension property and let X be a zero-dimensional space 
for which &.X = POX. Then y9X is zero-dimensional and ifA is a clopen subset of X, 
then cl yPxA is a clopen subset of yPX. 
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We will use the following criterion for E-compactness, due to Mrowka (see 
Theorem 4.10 of [lo]). 
Theorem 1.6. Let E be a space. An (E)-regular space X is E-compact ifl for each 
(E)-regular extension T of X, and for each t E T\X, there exists f E C(X, E) which 
cannot be continuously extended to FE C(X u {t}, E). 
Finally, if we are given an extension property 9, and a non-compact space X 
with 9, we will want to be able to construct a non-compact zero-dimensional space 
Y with 9 for which &.Y = &, Y. We can do this by constructing the absolute of X. 
Recall that every regular space X has an absolute, i.e. an extremally disconnected 
zero-dimensional space eX which can be mapped onto X by a perfect irreducible 
continuous surjection. The Stone-Tech compactification p (eX) is zero-dimensional, 
and eX is compact iff X is compact (proofs of these assertions, together with 
definitions of the terms used above, may be found in a number of places, specifically 
[17] and Chapter 10 of [12]). 
Theorem 1.7. Let P? be an extension property and let X be a non-compact space with 
9. Then there exists a noncompact zero-dimensional space Y with 9 for which &Y is 
zero-dimensional. 
Proof. As X is .9-regular it has a p-regular compactification. This implies that X 
is Tychonoff and so the above comments concerning absolutes will apply to X. 
The non-compact space X contains a homeomorph of the two-point discrete 
space (0, l}, so every (0, 1}-regular space is p-regular. As ((0, 1})-regularity is 
zero-dimensionality, every zero-dimensional space is p-regular. Thus eX is 9- 
regular, and by the maximality of &(eX) there is a continuous surjection from & 
(eX) onto &(eX) fixing eX pointwise. As p(eX) is zero-dimensional it follows 
that p(eX) = &(eX) (up to equivalence), so by the properties of the Stone-Tech 
compactification there is a continuous surjection from &(eX) onto &(eX) that 
fixes eX pointwise. Thus &(eX) = pp(eX) (up to equivalence) and so &(eX) is 
zero-dimensional. 
It is known (see Proposition 2 of [5] or Theorem 10.37 of [12]) that if f is a 
perfect continuous surjection from the 9?-regular space 2 onto the space X, and if 
X has 9, then 2 has 9. As eX, being zero-dimensional, is p-regular, it follows 
that eX has 9’. Finally eX is not compact because X is not compact. Hence eX 
can serve as the required space Y. 0 
2. The main results 
Lemma 2.1. Let 9 be an extension property and let Y be a space for which &Y is 
zero-dimensional. If Y = Xu K where K is a compact subspace of Y and X is a 
subspace of Y with 9, then Y has 9. 
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Proof. Obviously Y has $9’ iff yPY = Y, so assume that p E yPY\ Y As &Y is 
zero-dimensional, by Theorem 1.4 so is y9 Y. As K is closed in the zero-dimensional 
space yPY, there is a clopen subset A of y9Y such that p E A and K n A = 0. Then 
An Y is clopen in Y and contained in X. As X has 9, its closed subspace An Y 
has CP.Thus y9(An Y)=An YBut y?(An Y)=cl,,,(An Y) (seeLemma1.3(d)), 
and this latter set is A. Thus A c Y, contradicting that p E A\ Y. Hence Y has 9. Cl 
If Y is an arbitrary P-regular space, the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 need not hold; 
in fact there are counterexamples in which K is a singleton set. See Section 3 for 
details. 
Definition 2.2. If A is a cardinal, a point p of a space X is called a P,-point of X 
if the intersection of fewer than A neighborhoods of p is again a neighborhood of 
l? 
Lemma 2.3. Let T be a regular space and an extension of a space X. Let p be a PA-point 
of X. Then 
(1) P is a PA-point of T; 
(2) Zf E is a space for which ]E] <A, and iff e C(X, E), then f is constant on some 
neighborhood of p. 
Proof. (1) Let ( Vu)(l<p be a collection of T-neighborhoods of p, where p <A. for 
each CY < p there is an open set W, of T such that p E W, c cl TWa c V,. By hypothesis 
there exists U open in T such that p E U n X E n { W,: a < t_~}. Suppose U\ n 
{cl,W,: CY<P)#~; as X is dense in T then UnX\n{cl,W,: a<~}#@, contra- 
dicting our choice of U. Thus p E U c n {V,: a < u}. 
(2) Letf(p)=e,.ThenpEr(e,)=fJr[E\{e}]: eEE\{e,}}= WByhypotheses 
W is a neighborhood of p in Y and J1I W] = {e,}. 0 
If A is a set, let (Al denote the cardinality of A. Let A+ denote the smallest cardinal 
larger than the cardinal A. 
Lemma 2.4. Let E be a non-compact space. Suppose that M is E-regular and possess 
a proper one-point extension Mu {q} = Z that is also E-regular. Let K be the larger of 
[MI and IEl. Supp ose that Y is an (E)-regular space with a non-isolated P,+-point p. 
Let G* = Y x Z and G = G*\{( p, q)}. Then 
(a) G*is (E)-regular; 
(b) G is dense in G* ; 
(c) Zff E C(G, E) there exists FE C(G*, E) such that FIG=f; 
G is but not E-compact. 
Proof. Since G* is the product of (E)-regular spaces, it is (E)-regular; thus G is 
(E)-regular. Obviously (b) is true, and by Theorem 1.6 (d) follows immediately 
from (c). It remains to prove (c). 
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LetfcC(G,E). Thenf~Yx{m}~C(Yx{m},E) for each meM. By Lemma 
2.3 there is, for each m E M, an open set U(m) of Y such that f] Y x { m} is constant 
on U(m) x(m) and p E U(m). As p is a P,+-point of Y there is an open set U of 
Y such that p E U G n {U(m): m E M}. Evidently for each m E M there exists 
x(m) E E such that for each u E U, f( u, m) = x(m). As p is not isolated in Y, 
U\{P] f 0. 
If ur, u2 E U\{ p} and m E M, then f( ur, m) =f( u2, m) =f( p, m). As {u} x M is 
dense in {u} x2 for each u E U\(p), it follows that f(u,, q) =f(u,, q) for each 
ul, UZE U\(P). Thus If[( U\(P)) x{rllll = 1. Let f[( U\(P)) x(q)1 = {x(q)). Define 
F: G*-+ E by setting F( p, q) = x(q) and F 1 G =J: We claim that F is continuous. 
It suffices to verify continuity at (p, q). Let V be open in E with x(q) E V. Then 
f[[ U\(p)] x{q}] E V. If U, E U\(p) since f]{ur} x 2 is continuous there exists W 
open in Z such tht qE W and S[{ur} x W] E V As f(u,, m) =f(u,, m) for each 
u,, u2 E U and m E M, it follows that F[ U x W] c K Thus F is continuous and (b) 
is proved. 0 
We can now state and prove our main restult. 
Theorem 2.5. If 9 is any extension property other than ‘compact and P-regular’, then 
cP# is not simply generated. 
Proof. Note that (P#)# = !?‘#; this follows readily from Theorem 1.2 and is proved 
explicitly in Theorem 3.10 of [16]. Thus if 9# =(E) for some space (E), then 
(E)# = (?P#)# = 9” =(E). Hence it suffices to show that there does not exist a 
non-compact Tychonoff space E for which (E)# = (E). 
Suppose that E were non-compact and (E)# = (E). By Theorem 1.7 eE is E- 
compact and non-compact and &p( eE) is zero-dimensional. Choose q E pP( eE)\eE 
and let J = eE u {q}. Then &J = &( eE) and so &J is zero-dimensional. Thus by 
Lemma 2.1 J is E-compact. 
Let IeEl = hE, let S be a set of cardinality A+ E, and choose p E S. Topologize S as 
follows: points of S\{ p} are isolated, and if p E A c S, then A is open iff IS\Al < hE 
Evidently disjoint zero-sets of S can be put inside disjoint clopen sets of S, so PS 
is zero-dimensional (see Theorem 3.34 of [12]). Thus by Theorem 1.4 Y& is 
zero-dimensional. Evidently p is a P,;-point of S and hence of y(.+ (see Lemma 
2.3). Let T* = ~~$3 XJ and T= T*\{(p, q)}. Note that A:> IeEl* IE(; thus it 
follows from Lemma 2.4 that T is E-regular but not E-compact. We will prove that 
T has (E)#, thereby deriving a contradiction and proving the theorem. 
As T* is the product of two E-compact spaces, it is E-compact. Suppose T did 
not have (E)#. There would exist a closed, (E)-pseudocompact, non-compact subset 
A of T. We claim that A is locally compact and that A u {(pi q)} is its one-point 
compactification. By Lemma 1.3(a) cl,*A E (E)‘, but cl,*A is E-compact as T* is. 
Thus by Lemma 1.3(b) cl,.A is compact. As A is closed in T and non-compact, it 
follows that cl,*A = Au {(p, q)} and our claim is verified. 
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Next we claim that (p, q) E cl,*(A n [( -y&\(p)) x(q)]). For if not, there is a 
clopen set B of the zero-dimensional space y& such that p E B and An 
[(Y&\{P~) x(q)]& (YC&\B) x(q). Thus A = &u A,, where &= An 
[(y(,,S\B)xJ]andA,=An[BxJ].ByLemma1.3(d)Ao~(E)’;sinceA,isclosed 
in the E-compact space (y&\B) XJ and hence is E-compact, it follows from 
Lemma 1.3(b) that A, is compact. By Lemma 1.3(d), A, E(E)‘; but A, is closed in 
T and contained in (-ycE)S) x eE. Hence A, is closed in the E-compact space 
( ycEIS) x eE and thus is E-compact. By Lemma 1.3(b) Al is compact. Hence A is 
compact, in contradiction to assumption, and so our claim must hold. 
It follows from the above claims that An [( ycEjS\{ p}) x {q}] u {(p, q)} is the 
one-point compactification of An [( ycEIS\{ p}) x { q}]. We will now show that if C 
is any closed, non-compact subset of y ($\{ p}, then C u {p} cannot be the one-point 
compactification of C. This will show that A must be compact, and complete the 
proof. 
Denote ycE) S by H. Choose c(0) E C. Find V(0) open in H so that c(0) E V(0) G 
cl,V(O) c H\{ p}. Now V(0) n S is open in S and p e S n cl,V(O), so 1 V(0) n SI G hE 
Let v(O)n S = W(0). Then W(0) is a clopen discrete subspace of S and c(0) E 
cl,W(O). 
Now let (Ye < ) E 1 and inductively assume that we have chosen points { c( (Y): (Y < 
(Ye} E C and sets { W(a): cx < q,} as follows: 
(i) Each W(a) is a clopen discrete subset of S not containing p (and thus 
IW(~)l~&): 
(ii) If (Y < 6 < CQ then W(a) n W(6) = 0; 
(iii) c(a) E cl,W(a). 
Let U{W(a): (~<c~,}=J(c~).Then IJ(ao)l~lEI .AE=hE sop~cl,J(cy,,).Thus 
if C u {p} is to be the one-point compactification of C, there must exist c((Y,,) E 
C\CI~J(LYJ. Find an open set V(q,) of H such that C(LY~) E V(q,) and cl,V(cu,) n 
[(cl,J((~,)] u { p}) = 0. Let W(q,) = V(q) n S. Arguing as with V(O), one easily 
verifies that assumptions (i)-(iii) still hold for (Y < CQ. 
Hence we can construct points {c(a): (Y < IEI} and sets { W(a): a < IEI} with 
(i)-(iii) satisfied when CQ is replaced by IE(. Let L={c(LY): LY < IEI}. IffE C(L, E) 
define g: S + E as follows: g[ W(a)] = {f(c(a))} for each cy < IE(, and g[S\ u 
{W(a): cr<~El}]={e,} where e, is some fixed point of E. Since I u 
{W(n): a<IEI}I=IE(.AEcAE, it follows that g E C(S, E). Thus g extends to 
g# E C( H, E) and g” 1 cl& E C(cl&, E) and must extend f since c( cr) E cl, W( a) 
for each (Y < IEl. As cl& is closed in the E-compact space H it is an E-compact 
extension of L to which each f E C(L, E) extends continuously. Thus cl,L = ycE) L 
(up to equivalence). By (i) above and Theorem 1.4 {cl, W(a): a < IEI} is a pairwise 
disjoint family of clopen subsets of H, so L is a discrete space of cardinality IEl. 
Hence E is a continuous image of L. As E is not E-pseudocompact, neither is L 
by Lemma 1.3(c). Thus cl,L( = ycE,L) is not compact. But H\cl,Lz H\clH u 
{W(a): a < [El}, which is a neighborhood of p in H since I u {W(a): a < lEl}l G hE. 
Thus p @ cl,L, so if C u {p} were the one-point compactification of C, then cl,L 
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would have to be compact. This contradiction shows that C u {p} cannot be the 
one point compactification of C. Thus T has (E)# but not (E), and our theorem 
follows. 0 
We now show how Theorem 2.5 can be used to manufacture examples of extension 
properties that are not simply generated. 
Examples 2.6. Suppose ?J’ is an extension property. Let 2 be a topological property 
presreved by continuous surjections, and define 2; as follows: a space X has 2; 
if X is P-regular and every closed subset of X with Z! is compact. In Theorem 3.9 
of [12] it is show that J!? is an extension property for which 22 = 2:. Thus 
according to Theorem 2.5, no extension property of the form %+, is simply generated. 
This gives us a ‘machine’ to produce extension properties that are not simply 
generated. For example, suppose that &P-regularity is the Tychonoff property. If 9 
is connectedness, then X has ?& iff X is Tychonoff and its connected components 
are compact. If 5?! is separability, then X has rP iff X is Tychonoff and &-bounded 
(i.e. countable sets have compact closures). One can generate large numbers of 
non-simply-generated extension properties in this manner - one for each topological 
property preserved by continuous surjections. 
3. Concluding remarks 
The argument used to prove Lemma 2.4 was inspired by a vaguely similar argument 
used by Kato in 3 3 of [8] to prove that the ‘Dieudonne plank’ is not realcompact. 
Our search for the space used in Theorem 2.5 was inspired by Kato’s observation 
that the Dieudonne plank is almost realcompact. 
It is interesting to note that the assumption in Lemma 2.1 that &Y be zero- 
dimensional is necessary to the conclusion. To see this, consider the following 
example. Let 9 be the topological property defined as follows: a space X has 5P if 
X is Tychonoff and the connected components of X are compact. It is easily verified 
that B is an extension property and B-regularity is the Tychonoff property. There 
is an example, due to Knaster and Kuratowski [9], and discussed in 9 29.2 and 
problem 29B of Willard [ 131, of a non-compact connected subspace S of the plane 
that contains a point p such that S\{ p} is totally disconnected while S is connected. 
Thus S\{ p} E B while S E 9’; as S is not compact, S r~ 9’. Thus Lemma 2.1 can fail 
for arbitrary P-regular spaces even when K is a singleton set. 
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